We present the hosted coloring framework for studying algorithmic and hardness results for the k-coloring problem. There is a class H of host graphs. One selects a graph H ∈ H and plants in it a balanced k-coloring (by partitioning the vertex set into k roughly equal parts, and removing all edges within each part). The resulting graph G is given as input to a polynomial time algorithm that needs to k-color G (any legal k-coloring would do -the algorithm is not required to recover the planted k-coloring). Earlier planted models correspond to the case that H is the class of all n-vertex d-regular graphs, a member H ∈ H is chosen at random, and then a balanced k-coloring is planted at random. Blum and Spencer [1995] designed algorithms for this model when d = n δ (for 0 < δ ≤ 1), and Alon and Kahale [1997] managed to do so even when d is a sufficiently large constant.
INTRODUCTION
A k-coloring of a graph G(V, E) is an assignment χ : V −→ [k] of colors to vertices such that for every edge (u, v) ∈ E one has χ(u) = χ(v). The problem of deciding whether a given graph is k-colorable is NP-hard for every k ≥ 3 [23, 19] . Moreover, even the most sophisticated coloring algorithms known require (on worst case instances) |V | δ colors (for some δ 0.2) in order to properly color a 3-colorable graph [24] .
An approach for coping with NP-hardness is by restricting the class of input instances in a way that either excludes the most difficult instances, or makes them unlikely to appear (in models in which there is a probability distribution over inputs). Along this line, a model that is very relevant to our current work is the so called random planted coloring model G n,k,p in which the vertex set (of cardinality n) is partitioned at random into k parts, and edges between vertices in different parts are placed independently with probability p. Such graphs are necessarily k-colorable. Following initial work by Blum and Spencer [7] , it was shown by Alon and Kahale [2] that for every k there is a polynomial time algorithm that with high probability k-colors such input graphs (the probability is taken over random choice of input graphs) provided that p > c k n , where c k is some constant that depends only on k.
In the current work we propose a framework that contains several different models for generating instances of kcolorable graphs. We call this framework the hosted coloring framework. The random planted coloring model is one of the models that is contained in the hosted coloring framework. We consider several other planted coloring models within our framework, and obtain both new algorithmic results and new hardness results. In particular, our results help clarify the role that randomness plays in the random planted model.
The Hosted Coloring Framework
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The hosted coloring framework is a framework for generating k-colorable graphs. We alert the reader that graphs within this framework are labeled, meaning that every nvertex graph is given together with a naming of its vertices from 1 to n. A model within this framework involves two components:
1. A class H of host graphs. Let Hn denote the set of graphs in H that have n vertices.
2. A class P of planted solutions. Formally, in the context of k-coloring, a planted solution can be thought of as a complete k-partite graph. Let Pn denote the set of planted solutions in P that have n vertices.
To generate a k-colorable graph with n vertices, one selects one graph H from Hn, and plants in it one solution P from Pn. Formally, the planting can be described as generating the graph G(V, E) whose edge set is the intersection of the edge sets of the host graph H and of the complete k-partite graph P . Namely, the vertex set of G(V, E) is V = [n], and (u, v) ∈ E iff both (u, v) ∈ E(H) and (u, v) ∈ E(P ).
To complete the description of the hosted framework, we explain how the host graph H ∈ Hn is selected, and how the planted solution P ∈ Pn is selected. Here, the framework allows for four selection rules:
1. Adversarial/adversarial. An adversary selects H ∈ Hn and P ∈ Pn.
2. Random/random. The class of host graphs is equipped with a probability distribution (typically simply the uniform distribution) and likewise for the class of planted solutions. The selections of host graph and planted solution are done independently at random, each according to its own distribution. We use the notation H ∈R Hn and P ∈R Pn to describe such selections.
3. Adversarial/random. An adversary first selects H ∈ Hn, and then P ∈R Pn is selected at random.
4. Random/adversarial. A host graph H ∈R Hn is selected at random, and then an adversary, upon seeing H, selects P ∈ Pn.
The hosted k-coloring framework allows for many different planted k-coloring models, depending on the choice of H, P and the selection rule. The random planted G n,k,p model can be described within the hosted k-coloring framework by taking Hn to be the class of all n-vertex graphs equipped with the Erdos-Renyi probability distribution Gn,p, taking Pn to be the class of all n-vertex complete k-partite graphs equipped with the uniform distribution, and using the random/random selection rule.
One of the goals of our work is to remove randomness from planted models. The hosted k-coloring framework allows us to do this. Moreover, one can control separately different aspects of randomness. Let us explain how this is done in our work.
Regular expanders as host graphs. Randomness is eliminated from the choice of host graph by allowing the adversary to select an arbitrary host graph from the class of d-regular λ-expanders, for given d (that may be a function of n) and λ (which is a function of d). The term λ-expander refers to the spectral manifestation of graph expansion. Namely, let λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λn denote the eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix of an n node graph G, and let λ = max [λ2, |λn|] . As is well known, a d-regular graph has λ1 = d and λ ≥ Ω( √ d) [30] . A d-regular graph is referred to as a spectral expander if λ is significantly smaller than d -the smaller λ is the better the guaranteed expansion properties are [20] .
Random d-regular graphs are essentially the best possible spectral expanders, satisfying λ = O( √ d) almost surely [15, 18, 17] . The same holds for random graphs in the Gn,p model, taking d to be the average degree (roughly pn). We remark that our results extend to graphs that are approximately d-regular (e.g., with degree distribution similar to Gn,p), and regularity is postulated only so as to keep the presentation simple.
Balanced coloring. Randomness is eliminated from the choice of planted coloring (the choice of P ) by allowing the adversary, after seeing H, to plant an arbitrary balanced kcoloring, namely, to select an arbitrary k-partite graph in which all parts are of size n k . (Also here, our results extend to having part sizes of roughly n k rather than exactly, and exact balance is postulated only for simplicity.) Observe that a random k-partition is nearly balanced almost surely.
Main Results
For simplicity we focus here on the special case of k = 3, namely, 3-coloring. Extensions of our results to k > 3 are discussed in Section D. In our main set of results, we shall consider four related planted models, all within the hosted k-coloring framework.
The four models will have selection rules referred to as HA/PA, HA/PR, HR/PA, and HR/PR, where H and P refer to host graph and planted coloring respectively, and A and R stand for adversarial and random respectively.
• HA means that the adversary chooses an arbitrary dregular λ-expander (for an appropriate choice of d and λ) host graph -we refer to this as an adversarial expander;
• HR means that the host graph is chosen as a random Erdos-Renyi random graph Gn,p (for an appropriate choice of p) -we refer to this as a random host graph.
• PR refers to a random planted coloring (complete tripartite graph) chosen uniformly at random -we refer to this is random planting;
• PA refers to a balanced planted coloring chosen adversarially (after the adversary sees H) -we refer to this is adversarial planting.
In all cases, n denotes the number of vertices in the graph, and d denotes the average degree of the host graph (where d pn for random host graphs). We shall say that two colorings of the same set of vertices are identical if the partitions that the color classes induce on the vertices are the same (the actual names of colors are irrelevant).
In presenting our results it will be instructive to consider the following notions of coloring:
• The planted 3-coloring P .
• A legal 3-coloring (but not necessarily the planted one).
• For a given b < n, a b-approximated coloring is a 3-coloring that is not necessarily legal, but it is identical to the planted 3-coloring on a set of at least n − b vertices.
• For a given b < n, a b-partial coloring is a 3-coloring of n − b vertices from the graph that is identical to the planted coloring on these vertices. The remaining b vertices are left uncolored and are referred to as free.
Our first theorem offers a unifying theme for all four models. For the HR/PR model a similar theorem was known [2] .
(Recall that λ, the second largest in absolute value eigenvalue, is a measure of expansion and satisfies λ = Θ( √ d) for random graphs.) Theorem 1. For a sufficiently large constant c, let the average degree in the host graph satisfy c < d < n. Then in all four models (HA/PA, HA/PR, HR/PA, HR/PR) there is a polynomial time algorithm that finds a b-partial coloring for b = O( λ d 2 n). For the models with random host graphs (HR) and/or random planted colorings (PR), the algorithm succeeds with high probability over choice of random host graph H and/or random planted coloring P .
Given that Theorem 1 obtains a b-partial coloring, the task that remains is to 3-color the set of b free vertices, in a way that is both internally consistent (for edges between free vertices) and externally consistent (for edges with only one endpoint free). From [2] it is known that this task can be completed in the HR/PR model. Here are our main results for the other planted models. In all cases, d is the average degree of the host graph.
Theorem 2. In the HA/PA model, for every d in the range C < d < n 1− (where C is a sufficiently large constant and > 0 is arbitrarily small), it is NP-hard to 3-color a graph with a planted 3-coloring, even when λ = O( √ d).
Theorem 3. In the HA/PR model, for some constants 0 < c < 1 and C > 1 there is a polynomial time algorithm with the following properties. For every d in the range C < d ≤ n − 1 and every λ ≤ cd, for every host graph within the model, the algorithm with high probability (over the choice of random planted coloring) finds a legal 3-coloring.
Theorem 4. In the HR/PA model: a There is a polynomial time algorithm that with high probability (over the choice of host graph) finds a legal 3-coloring whenever d ≥ Cn 2/3 (for a sufficiently large constant C).
b There is a constant 1 3 < δ0 < 1 2 such that for δ0 < δ < 1 2 , no polynomial time algorithm has constant probability (over the random choice of host graph of average degree n δ , for adversarially planted coloring) to produce a legal 3-coloring, unless NP has expected polynomial time algorithms.
Let us briefly summarize our main findings as to the role of randomness in planted 3-coloring models. For partial coloring, randomness in the model can be replaced by degree and expansion requirements for the host graph, and balance requirements for the planted coloring (see Theorem 1).
For finding a legal (complete) 3-coloring, randomness of the planted coloring is the key issue, in which case it suffices that the host graph is an arbitrary spectral expander, and in fact, quite a weak one (λ can even be linear in d -see Theorem 3). If the planted 3-coloring is not random, then spectral expansion does not suffice (not even λ = O( √ d) -see Theorem 2), and moreover, even randomness of the host graph does not suffice (for some range of degrees -see Theorem 4b). Finally, comparing Theorem 4a to Theorem 2 shows that spectral expansion cannot always replace randomness of the host graph.
Related Work
There is a vast body of work on models with planted solutions, and here we shall survey only a sample of it that suffices in order to understand the context for our results.
In our framework we ask for algorithms that k-color a graph that has a planted k-coloring, and allow the algorithm to return any legal k-coloring, not necessarily the planted one. We refer to this as the optimization version. The optimization version regards planted models as a framework for studying possibly tractable instances for otherwise NP-hard problems. In certain other contexts (signal processing, statistical inference) the goal in planted models is to recover the planted object, either exactly, or approximately. We refer to this as the recovery version. It is often motivated by practical needs (e.g., to recover a a true signal from a noisy version, to cluster noisy data, etc.). Our Theorem 1 addresses the approximate recovery question, but for many of our models and settings of parameters, exact recovery of the planted k-coloring is information theoretically impossible (one reason being that the input graph might have multiple legal k-coloring with no indication which is the planted one). In general, optimization becomes more difficult when exact recovery is impossible, but still in many of our models we manage to exactly solve the optimization problem (e.g., in Theorem 3). In the context of random planted kcoloring, the k-coloring algorithms of [7] could work only in the regime in which exact recovery is possible, whereas the algorithms of [2] work also in regimes where exact recovery is not possible.
There are planted models and corresponding algorithms for many other optimization problems, including graph bisection [8], , general graph partitioning [29] , and others. A common algorithmic theme used in many of this works is that (depending on the parameters) exact or approximate solutions can be found using spectral techniques. The reason why the class of host graphs that we consider is that of spectral expanders is precisely because we can hope that spectral techniques will be applicable in this case. Indeed, the first step of our algorithm (in the proof of Theorem 1) employs spectral techniques. Nevertheless, its proof differs from previous proofs in some of its parts, because it uses only weak assumptions on the planted model (there is no randomness involved, the host graph is an arbitrary spectral expander, and moreover not necessarily a very good one, and the k-coloring is planted in a worst case manner in the host graph).
Our hosted coloring framework allows the input to be generated in a way that is partly random and partly adversarial. Such models are often referred to as semi-random models [7, 14] . Among the motivations to semi-random models one can mention attempts to capture real life instances better than purely random models (smoothed analysis [31] is a prominent example of this line of reasoning, but there are also other recent attempts such as [27] and [28] ), and attempts to understand better how worst case input instances to a problem may look like (e.g., see the semirandom models for unique games in [25] , which consider four different aspects of an input instance, and study all combinations in which three of these aspects are adversarial and only one is random). Another attractive aspect of semi-random models is the possibility of matching algorithmic results by NP-hardness results, which become possible (in principle) due to the presence of an adversary (there are no known NP-hardness results in purely random planted models). NP-hardness results for certain semi-random models of k-coloring (in which an adversary is allowed to add arbitrary edges between color classes in a random planted G n,k,p graph) have been shown in [14] , thus explaining why the algorithmic results that were obtained there for certain values of p cannot be pushed to considerably lower values of p. Typically these NP-hardness results are relatively easy to prove, due to a strong adversarial component in the planted model. In contrast, our NP-hardness result in Theorem 4b is proved in a context in which the adversary seems to have relatively little power (has no control whatsoever over the host graph and can only choose the planted coloring). Its proof appears to be different from any previous NP-hardness proof that we are aware of.
In [5] an algorithm that outputs an Ω(n) size independent set for d-regular 3-colorable graphs is designed. The running time of the algorithm is n O(D) , where D is the threshold rank of the input graph (namely, the adjacency matrix of the input graph has at most D eigenvalues more negative than −t, where t = Ω(d)). Graphs generated in our HA/PR model are nearly regular and have low threshold rank. Graphs generated in our HA/PA model might have vertices of degree much lower than the average degree, but they have large subgraphs of low threshold rank in which all degrees are within constant multiplicative factors of each other (and presumably the algorithms of [5] can be adapted to such graphs). The hardness results presented in the current paper do not directly give regular graphs, but one can modify the hardness results for k-coloring in the HA/PA model (specifically, Theorem 10, for k > 3) to obtain hardness of k-coloring regular graphs of low threshold rank.
Let us end this survey with two unpublished works (available online) that are related to the line of research presented in the current paper. A certain model for planted 3SAT was studied in [4] . It turns out that in that model a b-partial solution (even for a very small value of b) can be found efficiently, but it is not known whether a satisfying assignment can be found. As that model is purely random, it is unlikely that one can prove that finding a satisfying assignment is NP-hard. In [11] a particular model within the hosted coloring framework was introduced. In that model the class of host graphs is that of so called anti-geometric graphs, and both the choice of host graph and planted coloring are random. The motivation for choosing the class of anti-geometric graphs as host graphs is that these are the graphs on which [13] showed integrality gaps for the semidefinite program of [22] . Hence spectral algorithms appear to be helpless in these planted model settings. Algorithms for 3-coloring were presented in [11] for this class of planted models when the average degree is sufficiently large (above n 0.29 ), and it is an interesting open question whether this can be pushed down to lower degrees. If so, this may give 3-coloring algorithms that do well on instances on which semidefinite programming seems helpless.
OVERVIEW OF PROOFS
In this section we explain the main ideas in the proof. The full proofs, which often include additional technical content beyond the ideas overviewed in this section, partially appear in the appendix, and in the full version of this paper [12] .
An Algorithm for Partial Colorings
Here we explain how Theorem 1 (an algorithm for partial coloring) is proved. Our algorithm can be thought of as having the following steps, which mimic the steps in the algorithm of Alon and Kahale [2] who addressed the HR/PR model.
1. Spectral clustering. Given an input graph G, compute the eigenvectors corresponding to the two most negative eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix of G. The outcome can be thought of as describing an embedding of the vertices of G in the plane (the coordinates of each vertex are its corresponding entries in the eigenvectors). Based on this embedding, use a distance based clustering algorithm to partition the vertices into three classes. These classes form the (not necessarily legal) coloring χ1.
2. Iterative recoloring. Given some (illegal) coloring, a local improvement step moves a vertex v from its current color class to a class where v has fewer neighbors, thus reducing the number of illegally colored edges. Perform local improvement steps (in parallel) until no longer possible. At this point one has a new (not necessarily legal) coloring χ2.
3. Cautious uncoloring. Uncolor some of the vertices, making them free. Specifically, using an iterative procedure, every suspect vertex is uncolored, where a vertex v is suspect if it either has significantly less than 2d 3 colored neighbors, or there is a color class other than χ2(v) with fewer than
neighbors of v. The resulting partial coloring is referred to as χ3.
The analysis of the three steps of the algorithm is based on that of [2] , but with modifications due to the need to address adversarial settings. Consequently, the values that we obtain for the parameter b after the iterative recoloring and cautious uncoloring steps are weaker than the corresponding bounds in [2] .
For the proof of Lemma 1, the underlying idea is that dregular λ-expander graphs do not have any eigenvalues more negative than −λ. On the other hand, planting a 3-coloring can be shown to create exactly two eigenvalues of value roughly − d 3 eigenvalues corresponding to the two most negative eigenvalues contain some information about the planted coloring. An appropriate choice of clustering algorithm can be used to extract this information. We remark that our choice of clustering algorithm differs from and is more efficient than that of [2] , a fact that is of little importance in the context of planted 3-coloring, but does offer significant advantages for planted k-coloring when k is large.
In [2] a statement similar to Lemma 2 was proved using probabilistic arguments (their setting is equivalent to HR/PR). Our setting (specifically, that of HA/PA) involves no randomness. We replace the proof of [2] by a proof that uses only deterministic arguments. Specifically, we use the well known expander mixing lemma [1] .
For the proof of Lemma 3, the definition of suspect vertex strikes the right balance between two conflicting requirements. One is ensuring that no colored vertex remaining is wrongly colored. The other is that most of the graph should remain remain colored. In [2] a statement similar to Lemma 2 was proved using probabilistic arguments, whereas our proof uses only deterministic arguments.
The full proof of Theorem 1 appears in the full version (see Section C.1 in [12]).
Adversarial Expanders with Adversarial Planting
Here we sketch how Theorem 2 is proved, when the average degree of the host graph is d = n δ for some 0 < δ < 1. Suppose (for the sake of contradiction) that there is a polynomial time 3-coloring algorithm ALG for the planted HA/PA model. We show how ALG could be used to solve NP-hard problems, thus implying P=NP.
Let Q be a class of sparse graphs on which the problem of 3-coloring is NP-hard. For concreteness, we can take Q to be the class of 4-regular graphs. For simplicity, assume further that if a graph in Q is 3-colorable, all color classes are of the same size. (This can easily be enforced, e.g., by making three copies of the graph.)
Given a graph Q ∈ Q on n1 n 1−δ < n 4d
vertices for which one wishes to determine 3-colorability, do the following. Construct an arbitrary spectral expander Z on n2 = n−n1 vertices, in which n1(d−4) vertices (called connectors) have degree d − 1 and the rest of the vertices have degree d. Plant an arbitrary balanced 3-coloring in Z (each color class has a third of the connector vertices and a third of the other vertices), obtaining a graph that we call Z3. Now give the graph G that is a disjoint union of Q and Z3 as input to ALG. If ALG finds a 3-coloring in G declare Q to be 3-colorable, and else declare Q as not having a 3-coloring.
Let us now prove correctness of the above procedure. If Q is not 3-colorable, then clearly ALG cannot 3-color G. It remains to show that if Q is 3-colorable, then we can trust ALG to find a 3-coloring of G. Namely, we need to show the existence of an expander host graph H and a planted 3-coloring in H that after the removal of the monochromatic edges produces exactly the graph G. An adversary with unlimited computation power can derive H from Q and Z as follows. It finds a balanced 3-coloring χ in Q. Then it connects each vertex v of Q to d − 4 distinct connector vertices that have exactly the same color as v (under Z3). This gives the graph H which is d-regular, and for which planting the 3-coloring χ on its Q part and Z3 on its Z part gives the graph G. It only remains to prove that H is a spectral expander, but this is not difficult.
The full proof of Theorem 2 appears in the full version (see Section C.2 in [12]).
Adversarial Expanders with Random Planting
Here we sketch the proof of Theorem 3 (concerning HA/PR). It would be instructive to first recall how [2] completed the 3-coloring algorithm in the HR/PR case. First, in this case Theorem 1 can be considerably strengthened, showing that one gets a b-partial coloring with b n exponentially small in d. Hence when d >> log n this by itself recovers the planted 3-coloring. The difficult case that remains is when d is sublogarithmic (e.g., d is some large constant independent of n). In this case it is shown in [2] that the subgraph induced on the free vertices decomposes into connected components each of which is smaller than log n. Then each component by itself can be 3-colored in polynomial time by exhaustive search, finding a legal 3-coloring (not necessarily the planted one) for the whole graph.
In the HA/PR model it is still true that Theorem 1 can be strengthened to show that one gets a b-partial coloring with b n exponentially small in d. However, we do not know if it is true that the subgraph induced on the free vertices decomposes into connected components smaller than log n. To overcome this, we add another step to the algorithm (which is not required in the [2] setting), which we refer to as safe recoloring. In this step, iteratively, if an uncolored vertex v has neighbors colored by two different colors, then v is colored by the remaining color. Clearly, if one starts with a b-partial coloring, meaning that all colored vertices agree with the planted coloring, this property is maintained by safe recoloring. We prove that with high probability (over choice of random planting), after the recoloring stage the remaining free vertices break up into connected components of size O λ 2 d 2 log n . Thereafter, a legal 3-coloring can be obtained in polynomial time using exhaustive search.
The full proof of Theorem 3 appears in the full version (see Section B.2 in [12]).
Algorithm for Random Graphs with Adversarial Planting
Here we sketch the proof of Theorem 4a (concerning an algorithm for HR/PA). Given the negative result for HA/PA, our algorithm must use a property that holds for random host graphs but need not hold for expander graphs. The property that we use is that when the degree d is very large, the number of common neighbors of every two vertices is larger than O( n d
). For random graphs this holds (w.h.p.) whenever d ≥ Cn 2/3 for a sufficiently large constant C, but for expander graphs this property need not hold. Recall that
. Hence the pigeon-hole principle implies that every two free vertices u and v had at least one common neighbor w (common neighbor in the host graph H) that is not free, namely, it is colored. Hence if in the input graph G neither of them have a colored neighbor in the b-partial coloring, it must be that both of them lost their edge to w because of the planted coloring, meaning that u and v have the same color in the planted coloring. Consequently, the set F0 of all free vertices with no colored neighbor must be monochromatic in the planted coloring. This leads to the following algorithm for legally 3-coloring the free vertices. Guess the color that should be given to the set F0. There are only three possibilities for this. Each of the remaining free vertices has at least one colored neighbor, and hence at most two possible colors. Hence we are left with a list-coloring problem with at most two colors per list. This problem can be solved in polynomial time by reduction to 2SAT.
The full proof of Theorem 4a appears in the full version (see Section D.1 in [12]).
Hardness for Random Graphs with Adversarial Planting
Here we sketch the proof of Theorem 4b (hardness for HR/PA). The proof plan is similar to that of the proof of Theorem 2 (hardness for HA/PA, see Section 2.2), but making this plan work is considerably more difficult.
Let us start with the proof plan. Suppose (for the sake of contradiction) that there is a polynomial time 3-coloring algorithm ALG for the planted HR/PA model with host graphs coming from Gn,p, and hence of average degree d pn. We show how ALG could be used to solve NP-hard problems, thus implying P=NP.
Let Q be a (carefully chosen, a point that we will return to later) class of sparse graphs on which the problem of 3-coloring is NP-hard. As in the proof of Theorem 2, we may assume that if a graph in Q is 3-colorable, all color classes are of the same size.
Given a graph Q ∈ Q on n1 = n vertices (for some small > 0 to be determined later) for which one wishes to determine 3-colorability, do the following. Construct a random graph Z on n2 = n − n vertices, distributed like Gn 2 ,p. Plant a random balanced 3-coloring in Z, obtaining a graph that we call Z3. Now give the graph G that is a disjoint union of Q and Z3 as input to ALG. If ALG finds a 3-coloring declare Q to be 3-colorable, and else declare Q as not having a 3-coloring.
If Q is not 3-colorable, then clearly ALG cannot 3-color G. What we need to prove is that if Q is 3-colorable, then ALG will indeed find a 3-coloring of G. For this we need to show that the distribution over graphs G constructed in the above manner (we speak of distributions because Z is a random) is the same (up to some small statistical distance) as a distribution that can be generated by an adversary in the HR/PA model (otherwise we do not know what ALG would answer given G). The difficulty is that the adversary does not control the host graph (which is random) and its only power is in choosing the planted coloring. But still, given a random Gn,p host graph H, we propose the following three step procedure for the (exponential time) adversary.
1. If Q is not a vertex induced subgraph of H then fail, and plant a random 3-coloring in H.
2. Else, pick a random vertex-induced copy of Q in H (note that H could contain more than one copy of Q). Let Z denote the graph induced on the remaining part of H. Let χ be a balanced 3-coloring of Q. If there are two vertices u, v ∈ Q with χ(u) = χ(v) which have a common neighbor w ∈ Z , then fail, and plant a random 3-coloring in H.
3. Else, extend χ to a balanced planted 3-coloring on the whole of H, while taking care that if a vertex w ∈ Z has a neighbor v ∈ Q, then χ(w) = χ(v). After dropping the monochromatic edges, one gets a graph G composed of two components: Q, and another component that we call Z 3 .
What needs to be shown is that the probability (over choice of H ∈R Gn,p) of failing in either step 1 or 2 is small, and that conditioned on not failing, G has a distribution similar to that of G (equivalently, Z 3 has a distribution similar to Z3).
For the first step not to fail, one needs graphs Q ∈ Q to occur in a random Gn,p graph by chance rather than by design. This requires average degree d > n 1/3 , as shown by the following proposition (the proof can be found in Section C.2).
Proposition 1. Let Q be an arbitrary class of graphs. Then either there is a polynomial time algorithm for solving 3-colorability on every graph in Q, or Q contains graphs that are unlikely to appear as subgraphs of a random graph from Gn,p, if p ≤ n Moreover, it is not hard to show that if the average degree is too large, namely, d > n 1 2 , the second step is likely to fail (there are likely to be pairs of vertices in Q that have common neighbors in Z ). Hence we restrict attention to average degrees satisfying n 1 3 < d < n 1 2 − . Consequently, the class of 4-regular graphs cannot serve as the NP-hard class Q (in contrast to the proof of Theorem 2), because any particular 4-regular graph is expected not to be a subgraph of a random graph of average degree below √ n. Given the above, we choose Q to be the class of balanced graphs of average degree 3.75. (The choice of 3.75 is for convenience. With extra work in the proof of Lemma 4, one can replace 3.75 by any constant larger than 10/3 and consequently decrease the value of δ0 in Lemma 5 to any constant above 2/5.) Definition 1. A graph Q is balanced if no subgraph of Q has average degree larger than the average degree of Q.
This choice of Q is justified by the combination of Lemmas 4 and 5.
Lemma 4. The problem of 3-coloring is NP-hard on the class of balanced graphs of average degree 3.75.
Lemma 5. Let Q be an arbitrary balanced graph on n vertices and of average degree 3.75. Then a random graph of degree d > n δ 0 is likely to contain Q as a vertex induced subgraph, for δ0 = ), then the adversary is likely not to fail in steps 1 and 2. What remains to prove is that the distribution over Z 3 is statistically close to the distribution over Z3. (It may seem strange that this is needed, given that Q is isolated from Z3/Z 3 . However, as Z 3 is constructed by a procedure that depends on Q and is not known to run in polynomial time, we need to argue that it does not contain information that can be used by a 3-coloring algorithm for Q. Being statistically close to the polynomial time constructible Z3 serves this purpose.) Proving this claim is nontrivial. Our proof for this claim is partly inspired by work of [21] that showed that the distribution of graphs from G n, 1 2 in which one plants a random clique of size 3 2 log n is statistically close to the G n, 1 2 distribution (with no planting). Full proofs for this section appear in Section C (see Theorem 8).
Some Open Questions
An intriguing question left open by Theorem 4b is the following:
Is there a polynomial time 3-coloring algorithm for the HR/PA model at average degrees significantly below n 1 3 ? We believe that the hosted coloring framework (and similar frameworks for other NP-hard problems) is a fertile ground for further research. A fundamental question is whether the choice of host graph matters at all. Specifically: Does Theorem 3 (existence of 3-coloring algorithms for HA/PR) continue to hold if the class of host graphs is that of all regular graphs (with no restriction on λ)?
The answer to the above question is positive for host graphs of minimum degree linear in n (left as exercise to the reader), and it will be very surprising if the answer is positive in general. 
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APPENDIX A. ORGANIZATION
In Section C we prove Theorem 4b (hardness for HR/PA). In Section D we discusses the extensions of our results to k > 3. In Section ?? we show a hardness result for k-coloring in the HR/PA model (for k > 3). The range of degrees for this proof is not upper bounded (unlike the case of 3-coloring in Theorem 4). This implies that Theorem 4a does not extend to k ≥ 4, unless P = N P . Section F demonstrates (within our context of planted models) that even if a graph G contains a vertex induced subgraph that is difficult to 3-color, this by itself does not imply that it is difficult to 3-color G. It is useful to bear this fact in mind when trying to prove NP-hardness results within our framework.
Section G contains some useful facts (Chernoff bounds and the expander mixing lemma).
B. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS
Given a graph G we denote its adjacency matrix by AG. We denote AG's normalized eigenvectors by e1 (G) , e2 (G) , .., en (G) , and the corresponding real eigenvalues by λ1 (G) ≥ λ2 (G) ≥ ... ≥ λn (G). We denote by V (G) the vertex set of the graph and by E (G) the edge set of the graph. We denote by dv the degree of v ∈ V (G). For any H ⊆ V (G) let GH be the induced sub-graph of G on the vertices of H. Given a vertex v ∈ V (G) we denote by N (v) the neighborhood of v, excluding v. For a set S ⊆ V , N (S) denotes the neighborhood of S, i.e. , N (S) = ∪s∈SN (s) (note that with this definition we can have S∩N (S) = ∅). For S, T ⊆ V (G), EG (S, T ) denotes the number of edges between S and T in G. If S, T are not disjoint then the edges in the induced sub-graph of S ∩ T are counted twice.
C. HARDNESS OF 3-COLORING RANDOM GRAPHS WITH ADVERSARIAL PLANTED 3-COLORING
The following definition can be found in [3] (see Chapter 4). 
Let H be an arbitrary balanced graph on k vertices with an average degree α and let G ∼ G n,d be a random graph. Then with probability at least 1−4 (over choice of G), G contains a set S of k vertices such that:
1. The subgraph induced on S is H.
No two vertices of S have a common neighbor outside
S.
be the edge probability in G. Suppose for simplicity (an assumption that can be removed) that k divides n. Partition the vertex set of G into k equal parts of size n/k each. Vertex i of H will be required to come from part i. A set S with such a property is said to obey the partition.
Let X be a random variable counting the number of sets S obeying the partition that satisfy the theorem. Let Y be a random variable counting the number of sets S obeying the partition that have H as an edge induced subgraph (but may have additional edges, and may not satisfy item 2 of the theorem).
A set S in Y contributes to X if it has no internal edges beyond those of H (which happens with probability at least 1 − k 2 d n ) and no two of its vertices has a common neighbor outside S (which happens with probability at least 1
Now let us compute E[Y 2 ]. Given one occurrence of H, consider another potential occurrence H that differs from it by t vertices. Since H is balanced graph then
Hence, the probability that H is realized is at most p αt 2 . The number of ways to choose the t other vertices is
Hence the expected number of such occurrences is µt ≤
We have:
, which is at most
and hence the sum is at most roughly
Recall that
2 (the last inequality holds because ≤
7
). We get that σ
Remark:
The proof of Theorem 5 shows that the number of copies of H in G is likely to be close to its expectation, and hence large (this will be useful in the next section). Also, simple modifications to the proof can be used in order to show the existence of many disjoint copies (where the number grows as decreases). there is some ρ > 0 such that the following holds for every large enough n. Let H be an arbitrary balanced graph with average degree 3.75 on k = n ρ vertices. Let G be a random graph on n vertices with average degree d = n δ (which we refer to as G n,d ). Then with probability larger than 1 − 4 (over choice of G), G contains a set S of k vertices such that:
No two vertices of S have a common neighbor outside S.
Proof. In Theorem 5, choose < 1 8
, α = 3.75, and choose k such that
Theorem 6. (Restatement of Lemma 4). Coloring a balanced graph with an average degree 3.75 with a balanced 3-coloring is NP-hard.
Proof. It is known that 3-coloring 4-regular graphs is NP-hard, see [19] (and actually, with slight modifications, this proof shows it as well). Therefore it is enough to show that there exists a polynomial time reduction R such that for any given 4-regular graph H it holds that 1. R (H) is a balanced graph with an average degree of 3.75.
2. H is a 3-colorable graph if and only if R (H) is 3-colorable and given a (legal) 3-coloring to R (H) one can (legally) 3-color H in a polynomial time. 
If R (H) is 3-colorable then it has a balanced coloring.
The reduction is as follows. For every vertex v of H consider its four edges e1, e2, e3, e4, replace v by the graph in Figure 1 (denote this graph by R (H, v)) and then connect edge ei to vertex ui. Note that the average degree of R (H) is 3.75. Also note that in any legal 3-coloring of R (H) the vertices vi, ui get all the same color and the second assertion of R follows. We show that R (H) is a balanced graph. For a vertex v of H let R (H, vi) be the set {vi, ui, Ai, Bi}. Consider a subset S * of the vertices of R (H) such that the average degree on the induced subgraph R (H) S * is maximized to α * . Let α * (R (H, vi)) be the average degree of the vertices R (H, vi) ∩ S * in R (H) S * . As the sets R (H, vi) are disjoint and their union is the vertex set of R (H) it follows that α * is upper bounded by α * (R (H, vi)) for some vi. But for every vi and S * we are averaging at most 4 vertices of degree bounded by 4, where at least one of them is of degree bounded by 3. It follows that
To show the third assertion of R it is enough to take a disjoint union of 3 copies of the above construction (note that the disjoint union of two balanced graphs is balanced).
Remark:
The construction and analysis of Theorem 6 can be modified to show that for every > 0, 3-coloring of balanced graphs with average degree 10 3 + is NP-hard. Every vertex vi in the graph of Figure 1 is replaced by a 4-vertex gadget with five edges of structure similar to the graph induced on v1, A1, B1, v2, with the v vertices as endpoints of the gadget. For example, if v2 is replaced then one endpoint is connected to A1 and B1, and the other endpoint is connected to A2 and B2. Observe that the two endpoints of the gadget must have the same color in every legal 3-coloring. Each such replacement increases the number of vertices by three and the number of edges by five, hence bringing the average degree closer to 10 3
. Repeating this replacement recursively (until the distance between A1 and A2 becomes Ω( 1 )) gives a balanced graph with average degree below 10 3 + . Further details omitted.
For the sake of intuition, we temporarily restrict attention to algorithms that we refer to as decomposable (a restriction that will be lifted later).
Definition 4. An algorithm A for 3-coloring is decomposable if for every disconnected input graph G, algorithm A is applied independently to each of G's connected components.
Natural 3-coloring algorithms are decomposable. In fact, we are not aware of any coloring algorithm that is not decomposable. Moreover, in works on random and semi-random models of inputs, it makes sense to require coloring algorithms to be decomposable, as an algorithm that is not decomposable would presumably involve aspects that are very specific to the model and would not generalize to other models.
One can imagine that in some contexts the use of algorithms that are not decomposable may offer advantages. This may happen if the input graph is generated in such a way that the structure of one component contains hints as to how to color other components. Perhaps the simplest form of a hint is the following. Suppose that the input graph is known to be generated with a balanced coloring (in which each color class is of size n/3), and furthermore, is known to be generated such that in each component the 3-coloring is unique. Then for an input graph with two components, once one colors the first component, one knows how many vertices of each color class there should be in the second component. This simple form of a hint saves at most polynomial factors in the running time, because it involves only O(log n) bits of information, and hence the hint can be guessed. Nevertheless, it illustrates the point that under some generation models of input graphs, it is possible that algorithms that are not decomposable will be faster than algorithm that are decomposable.
Here we consider 3-coloring G n,d with an adversarially planted balanced 3-coloring. We show that given the decomposable algorithm assumption, a hardness result can be derived. In Section C.1 a full proof is given without the decomposability assumption.
Theorem 7. Suppose that for some 0.467 < δ < 1 2 and d = n δ there is a decomposable algorithm that with probability at least 1 2 (over choice from G n,d and for every adversary) 3-colors G n,d with an adversarially planted balanced 3-coloring. Then P=NP.
Proof. By Theorem 6 it follows that 3-coloring balanced graphs of average degree 3.75 is NP-hard.
Suppose there was an algorithm A for 3-coloring G n,d with an adversarially planted balanced 3-coloring as in the statement of the theorem. Consider now an arbitrary balanced graph H with average degree 3.75 of size k = n ρ (where ρ is as in Corollary 1), and associate with it an adversary H . On input a random graph G from G n,d , the graph has probability more than 1 2 of satisfying the conclusion of Theorem 5.
The adversary H (who is not computationally bounded) does the following.
1. If G does not satisfy the conclusion of Theorem 5 with respect to H, then the adversary H plants in it a random balanced coloring.
2. If G satisfies the conclusion of Theorem 5 with respect to H then the adversary H leaves H untouched and then:
(a) If H is 3-colorable, for each color class of H it colors its neighborhood outside H with the same color as in H, and then completes to a balanced planted 3-coloring at random. Observe that this planted coloring disconnects H from the rest of G, because all original edges between H and the rest of G are between pairs of vertices of the same color. (b) If H is not 3-colorable, the adversary removes all edges between H and the rest of G, and randomly produces a balanced planted coloring of the rest of G.
Case 2 above happens with probability greater than 1 2
, by Corollary 1.
Suppose that H is not 3-colorable (case 2(b)). Then A must fail to 3-color H.
Suppose now that H is 3-colorable (case 2(a)). Because A is decomposable, it must color H without seeing the rest of G. Because A succeeds for every adversary on at least half the inputs (over choice from G n,d ), and for adversary H over half the inputs generate H, A must succeed to 3-color H. (We assumed here that A is deterministic. If A is randomized then choose < 1 16
and then A must succeed with probability at least . In this case the conclusion will be that NP has randomized polynomial time algorithms with one sided error.)
Hence the output of A(H) determines whether H is 3-colorable. As this applies to every H, and the sizes of H and G are polynomially related, this implies that A solves in polynomial time an NP-hard problem, implying P = N P .
There are two weaknesses of Theorem 7. One is that it requires d > n 0.467 : at lower densities the input graph is unlikely to contain a given H with average degree 3.75. The degree d can be lowered to roughly n 0.4 using the remark following the proof of Theorem 6. However, it cannot be lowered below n 1/3 (using our techniques), because of Proposition 1. The other weakness is that it requires A to be decomposable. The decomposability weakness can be overcome using the following approach.
Suppose there was an algorithm A for 3-coloring G n,d with an adversarially planted balanced 3-coloring, that succeeds with probability at least 1 2 over choice of G (for every adversary). Given a 3.75-balanced graph H on k vertices, give A as input a graph G composed of two disjoint parts. One is H and the other is a random subgraph of size n − k of a random graph from G n,d with a randomly planted balanced 3-coloring. This would prove Theorem 7 if the distribution generated by this process is statistically close to the one generated by the adversary H . The techniques in [21] can be extended in order to prove statistical closeness and this is done in the next section.
C.1 Hardness Result without the Decomposable Algorithm Assumption
Let H be an arbitrary balanced graph with average degree α and k vertices, for α = 3.75. Let G be a graph with n vertices. Assume that k divides n (this assumption can be removed) and consider a fixed partition of the vertex set of G to k disjoint subsets of vertices, each of size n k . Let CH (G) be the number of induced sub-graphs of G that are isomorphic to H such that they obey the partition (see the definition in the proof of Theorem 7) and let EH be
Note that
where
We consider the following distribution of random graphs with the graph H being planted as an induced sub-graph.
Definition 5. A graph G with n vertices is distributed by G n,d,H if it is created by the following random process.
1. Take a random graph G distributed by G n,d . 2. Choose a random subset K of k vertices from G that obeys the partition. 3. Replace the induced subgraph of G on K by H (we say that H is randomly planted in G ).
Given a graph G, we denote by p (G) the probability to output G according to G n,d and by p (G) the probability to output G according to G n,d,H .
Claim 1. For any given graph G it holds that p (G) =
Proof. Let e be the number of edges in G and consider p (G). Out of the
only CH (G) options are such that the induced sub graph on K is H so that the resulting graph could be G. Given that we chose a suitable K, the rest of the edges (e − α 2 k) should agree with G. It follows that
The second equality follows from Equation 1.
Recall the definition of the random variables X, Y from the proof of Theorem 7. Moreover, the following claim follows from the proof of Theorem 7.
Claim 2.
Theorem 8 , and let γ be an arbitrary small constant. If there exists a randomized algorithm that colors G ∼ G n,d after an adversarial color-planting with probability γ (over the distribution G n,d and the randomness of the algorithm) then RP = N P . Proof. Consider = γ 100 and set
(so that the conditions of Corollary 1 and Theorem 5 hold). Assume that there exists an algorithm A as in the theorem. The probability measure of graphs from G n,d that A colors with respect to all possible color planting with probability (over the randomness of A) at least γ 2 is at least
. This holds by averaging and because we can consider an adversary that, given any input graph, simulates A and try all possible color planting in order fail A with the largest probability (over the randomness of A).
By Chebychev's inequality and Claim 2 it holds that
Note that X ≤ CH (G) ≤ Y . By the proof of Theorem 5 it hold that
Set ρ to be such that
γ and that
. Therefore that the probability measure of graphs that A colors (with probability, over the randomness of A, of at least γ 2 for every color planting) with
γ. By Claim 1 it follows that the probability measure with respect to G n,d,H of graphs that A colors (after any adversarial planting with probability at least γ. Fix H to be an arbitrary balanced graph with average degree 3.75 with k vertices that has a balanced 3-coloring. Now we show that we can use A to color H.
Given G ∼ G n,d,H we consider the following distributioñ GH for graphs with an adversarial coloring. If any vertex that is not on the induced planted (by G n,d,H ) graph H has two or more neighbors in the planted induced graph, denote this event by S1, then color G arbitrarily. Otherwise for the planted graph use a coloring that agrees with the coloring of H. For the rest of the vertices, if a vertex has a neighbor in the planted graph color it by the same color of its neighbor and the rest of the vertices are colored in such away that the coloring is balanced. More specifically, from all the balanced coloring we choose one at random (again, if there is no possible balanced coloring then we color G arbitrarily).
then, by the union bound and the Chernoff bound, no vertex in G has more then (1 + c1) d neighbors with probability at most n2
−Ω(c 1 d) ≤ γ/44. Hence there are such balanced colorings with high probability. Denote the event that no such balanced coloring is possible by S2. The event S1 happens with probability at most k 2 d 2 n ≤ γ/44. A graph fromGH is called good if the events S1, S2 do not hold. Given that G is a good graph, all possible balanced coloring on G \ H are equally distributed.
If an adversary knows the subset S of vertices that the distribution G n,d,H plants H on then the distributionGH can be created by this adversary. A subtle point is that the adversary can guess S. Given a graph G ∼ G n,d,H the adversary can calculate for every subset S (that obeys the partition) that satisfies G S = H what is the probability that S is the planted subset, then choose a subset S with the calculated probability and behave as S is the planted subset. It follows that the distribution after the above preprocessing is the same distribution as if the adversary knows S.
In total, the probability measure of good graphs inGH that A can color (with probability, over the randomness of A, of at least γ 2 for every color planting) is at least γ/22. The key point is that the conditional, on being good, distribution of graphsGH can be sampled in a polynomial time by taking the vertex disjoint union of the graph H and a random graph from G n−k,d with a random balanced planted coloring (and apply an appropriate random permutation). If we run algorithm A on Ω 44 γ 2 random instances fromGH (which again we can sample efficiently) then with high probability A will color H (that is a graph with a poly (n) vertices) with high probability. By Theorem 6 the proof follows.
C.2 Proof of Proposition 1
Proposition 2. (Restatement of Proposition 1). Let Q be an arbitrary class of graphs. Then either there is a polynomial time algorithm for solving 3-colorability on every graph in Q, or Q contains graphs that are unlikely to appear as subgraphs of a random graph from Gn,p, if p = n −2/3 .
Proof. We say that a class Q is 3-sparse if every graph in Q has average degree at most 3, and furthermore, has no subgraph of average degree above 3. There are two cases to consider.
Suppose that Q is 3-sparse. In this case, there is a polynomial time algorithm that solves 3-colorably on all graphs from Q. Let Q ∈ Q be an arbitrary such graph. Iteratively remove from Q vertices of degree less than 3 until no longer possible, and let Q be the remaining graph. Every 3-coloring of Q can be extended to Q by inductive coloring. Hence it remains to 3-color Q . If Q is empty then we are done. If Q is nonempty, then 3-sparseness of Q implies that Q is 3-regular. In this case, Brook's theorem [9] (see [26] for an algorithmic version of it) implies that we can decide whether Q is 3-colorable, and if so, 3-color it in polynomial time.
Suppose that Q is not 3-sparse. Then it contains some graph Q and within it some subgraph Q such that Q contains at least 3k 2 + 1 edges, where k denotes the number of vertices in Q . The probability that a random Gn,p graph with p = n −2/3 contains an induced copy of Q is at most
D. EXTENDING THE RESULTS TO MORE THAN 3 COLORS
In this section we elaborate on our results when using k ≥ 4 colors. When stating our results we shall use the notation O k (.) to denote hidden constants whose value may depend on the number k of colors. We derive the following theorems.
Theorem 9. (Generalization of Theorem 1). For any positive k there exists a constant c k , such that if the average degree in the host graph satisfy c k < d < n then the following holds. In all four models (HA/PA, HA/PR, HR/PA, HR/PR) there is a polynomial time algorithm that finds a b-partial coloring for b = O k ( λ d 2 n). For the models with random host graphs (HR) and/or random planted colorings (PR), the algorithm succeeds with high probability over choice of random host graph H and/or random planted coloring P .
Theorem 10. (Generalization of Theorem 2). For any positive k there exists a constant C k , such that the following holds. In the HA/PA model, for every d in the range C k < d < n 1− (where > 0 is arbitrarily small), it is NP-hard to k-color a graph with a planted k-coloring, even when
Theorem 11. (Generalization of Theorem 3). For any positive k there exist constants 0 < c k < 1 and C k > 1, such that the following holds. In the HA/PR model there is a polynomial time algorithm with the following properties. For every d in the range C k < d ≤ n − 1 and every λ ≤ c k d, for every host graph within the model, the algorithm with high probability (over the choice of random planted k-coloring) finds a legal k-coloring.
Theorem 12. (Generalization of Theorem 4b) . Let G ∼ G n,d be a random graph, where d = n δ for 0.467 ≤ δ < 1, let k ≥ 4, and let γ be an arbitrary small constant. If there exists a randomized algorithm that k-colors G ∼ G n,d after an adversarial color-planting with probability γ (over the distribution G n,d and the randomness of the algorithm) then RP = N P .
It turns out that theorems 1, 2, 3 and 4b extend to k ≥ 4. Theorem 4a does not extend to k ≥ 4 as this would contradict Theorem 12.
Theorems 9, 10 and 11 follow in a rather straightforward way from our proofs of the respective theorems 1, 2 and 3. We provide some more details in the full version [12] . In the next section we show a proof of Theorem 12.
E. HARDNESS RESULT FOR RANDOM GRAPHS WITH ADVERSARIAL 4-COLOR PLANTING
In this section we extend Theorem 8 to the case of adversarial planting with k > 3 colors. For simplicity, we present the proof only for the case k = 4, but it is not difficult to extend it to any constant k.
Let us begin with an overview of the proof. Recall the overview of the proof of Theorem 4b given in Section 2.5, and the terminology that was used there. The hardness of 3-coloring in HR/PA was by reduction from the class Q of balanced graphs with average degree 3.75, on which 3-coloring is NP-hard. For this class, 4-coloring is easy (by inductive coloring), but nevertheless we shall use the same class Q in the hardness result for 4-coloring. We have already seen (in Lemma 5) that for every graph Q ∈ Q of size n , random graphs of sufficiently high average degree n δ are likely to contain Q as a subgraph. For hardness of 3-coloring, given a random G n,n δ host graph H, the adversary plants in H a 3-coloring that isolates a copy of Q. For hardness of 4-coloring, it is useless to plant in H a 4-coloring that isolates a copy a copy of Q, because 4-coloring of Q is easy. Instead, the plan is for the adversary to plant in H a 4-coloring in which all neighbors of Q outside Q have the same color. This leaves only three colors for Q, and hence 4-coloring of H would imply 3-coloring of Q.
To make this plan work, one needs every vertex of Q to have at least one neighbor in H − Q, and all vertices of Q combined should have less than n/4 neighbors in H − Q. Luckily, for a random copy of Q in H, both these properties happen with overwhelming probability as long as + δ < 1. Consequently, the hardness result for 4-coloring has the following two advantages over the one for 3-coloring (that required vertices in Q not to have common neighbors in H − Q). One is that there is no need to require that δ < 1 2 − . In particular, this shows that the positive results of Theorem 4a do not hold when k ≥ 4. The other advantage is that the fraction of host graphs H ∈R G n,n δ on which the reduction fails is smaller than the corresponding fraction in the proof of Theorem 4b. (For simplicity, we shall not address this point in our proofs.)
There is a property that is required for hardness of 4-coloring but was not needed for the hardness of 3-coloring. That property is that after the adversary plants the 4-coloring, we need that in every 4-coloring of G, there is some color c such every vertex of Q has at least one neighbor in H − Q of color c. This ensures that every 4-coloring of G indeed 3-colors Q. The way we show that this property holds is through Lemma 6 that shows that in a sufficiently dense random graph, a planted random k-coloring is almost surely the only legal k-coloring of the resulting graph.
This completes the overview of our proof approach. A complete proof is provided in the full version (see Section E.1 in [12] ). We provide a sketch of proof to Lemma 6. For a full proof see Lemma E.11 in [12] .
Lemma 6. Let k ∈ N + be a constant. Let G be a d-regular λ-expander graph with d = Ω(log(n)) and λ ≤ c 1 k 2.5 d, where c is a sufficiently small constant. Let G be the graph G with a random balanced k-color planting. Then with high probability G has only one legal k-coloring (namely, the planted k-coloring).
not dropped in G. Hence taking one faithful vertex from each part gives a copy of Q.
The above proposition shows that any 3-colorable 4-regular graph Q can be embedded as a vertex induced subgraph in a graph G generated by the HA/PR model. In general, such graphs Q are NP-hard to 3-color. Nevertheless our Theorem 3 shows that the graph G can be 3-colored in polynomial time. As Q is a subgraph of G, this also produces a legal 3-coloring of Q, thus solving an NP-hard problem. However, this of course does not imply that P=NP. Rather, it implies that it is NP-hard to find in G a subgraph that is isomorphic to Q.
G. USEFUL FACTS
The following theorem is due to [10] . Recall that for S, T ⊆ V (G), EG (S, T ) denotes the number of edges between S and T in G. If S, T are not disjoint then the edges in the induced sub-graph of S ∩T are counted twice.
The following lemma can be found in [1] .
Lemma 7. [Expander Mixing Lemma] . Let G = (V, E) be a d-regular λ-expander graph with n vertices, see Definition 2. Then for any two, not necessarily disjoint, subsets S, T ⊆ V the following holds:
